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Again: How does reliability relate to validity? The reliability of unitizing and coding
assures that the data on which an analysis depends are related to real phenomena
as unitized, distinguished, observed, experienced or read by someone or measured
by a mechanical instrument. Reliability does not say anything about the phenom
ena of interest. It only measures the extent to which distinct phenomena—not
extraneous circumstances of the data-making process_account for what research
ers take as givens. Even duplicating a whole analysis does not alter that fundamental
relationship between data and their source, or between text and their context. So,
while unreliable data may have unpredictable effects on the results of a research
project, even perfectly reliable data and their clearly specified systematic analysis
cannot guarantee what the conclusions are about. All precautions notwithstanding,
taking data to be about phenomena requires an enormous amount of trust in
whomever or whatever generated them. Validity is another issue; I address it in the
following Chapter 13.

CHAPTER 1 3
Validity

Validation provides compelling reasons for taking the results of scientific
research seriously. It can serve as the ground for developing theories and the
basis of successful interventions. This chapter develops a typology of validation
efforts that content analysts may utilize in justifying their research. It also
shows ways in which analysts can quantitatively assess at least some of these
efforts.

L

Validity Defined
Validity is that quality of research results that leads us to accept them as true, as
speaking about the real world of people, phenomena, events, experiences, and
actions. A measuring instrument is considered valid if it measures what its user
claims it measures. A content analysis is valid if the inferences drawn from the
available texts withstand the test of independently available evidence, of new obser
vations, of competing theories or interpretations, or of being able to inform
successful actions.
Rife, Lacy, and Fico (1998) suggest, “The essence of the validity problem in

content analysis as well as in other research . . . is that research should speak as
truthfully as possible to as many as possible” (p. 150). The meaning of truthful is
the central focus of this chapter. The idea that research should speak “to as many
people as possible” leads to useful distinctions among face validity, social validity,
and empirical validity.
Face validity is “obvious” or “common truth.”We appeal to face validity when we

accept research findings because they “make sense”—that is, they are plausible and
believable “on their face”—usually without having to give or expecting to hear
detailed reasons. It makes sense, indeed, to measure public attention to an issue by
the relative frequency with which the issue is mentioned in mass media. It makes
sense to measure the quality of political deliberations by the number of alternative
reasons brought into a discussion. After subsequent empirical scrutiny, face validity
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may prove untenable, but it appears just right at the time the research is accepted.
Face validity does not equal expectations. For example, it did not occur to anyone
in the 1970s that members of minority groups were targets of jokes in U.S. televi
sion fiction more often than were members of the majority until content analysts
thought to pursue this topic and found that correlation. Findings like these make
sense in retrospect. Although face validity has its roots in common sense, in widely
shared consensus, it is fundamentally an individual’s judgment with the assump
tion that everyone else would agree with it.
The reason content analysts rely on face validity perhaps more than do research

ers who use other methods of inquiry is that content analysis is fundamentally
concerned with readings of texts, with what symbols mean, and with how images
are seen, all of which are largely rooted in common sense, in the shared culture in
which such interpretations are made, which is difficult to measure but often highly
reliable at a particular time. This is not to say that the reliance on face validity is
absent in other research endeavors. In fact, even the most rigorous researchers
would not use methods or publish findings that violate their common sense. Face
validity is the gatekeeper for all other kinds of validity. It is difficult to explain how
face validity works, yet it is omnipresent.
Social validity is that quality of research findings that leads us to accept them on

account of their contribution to the public discussion of important social concerns,
such as violence on television, antisocial messages in rap music, racism in sermons,
hate talk on radio talk shows, and lack of civility in political campaign advertise
ments. Research examining such public issues is socially validated by proponents
and antagonists who worry about these issues and are eager to translate research
findings into actions. In Rife et al.’s (1998) terms, social validity is “the degree to
which the content analysis categories created by the researchers have relevance and
meaning beyond an academic audience” (p. 137). Unlike face validity, the social
validity of content analysis studies is often debated, negotiated, and a matter of
public concern. A content analysis that is socially valid can attract public attention,
propose practical solutions, and generate funding. Publicly acknowledged authori
ties on the subject of research are key to the social validity of the findings. Arguing
from the privileged position of scientists, content analysts may well inadvertently
become such authorities, especially when they explain their findings in seemingly
irrefutable quantitative terms at congressional hearings, for example, or to advo
cacy groups working in support of particular public agendas. The line between
accepting research because of the reputation of the researcher and accepting it
because of the evidence it brought forth is often blurred. Even empirically oriented
test psychologists have started to take social issues increasingly seriously. A signifi
cant part of the latest edition of the Standards for Educational and Psychological
Testing established by the American Educational Research Association, the American
Psychological Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education
(1999) is concerned with fairness, with the responsibilities of the researcher for the
test taker, and with testing and public policy. In these standards, social validity
concerns appear as concerns about the possible social or psychological consequences
of testing. Although most researchers enjoy this kind of validity, it is distinct from
empirical validity, which is the focus of the remainder of this chapter.

Empirical validity is the degree to which available evidence and established the
ory support various stages of a research process, the degree to which specific infer
ences withstand the challenges of additional data, of the findings of other research
efforts, of evidence encountered in the domain of the researcher’s research ques
tion, or of criticism based on observations, experiments, or measurements as
opposed to logic or process. Campbell (1957) calls the latter “internal validity.”
Empirical validity cannot deny intuition (face validity), nor can it divorce itself
entirely from social, political, and cultural factors (social validity)—after all, scien
tific research is reviewed by the researchers’ peers, who may have their own theo
retical agendas and are hardly immune to social and political concerns. However, in
the following I separate empirical validity from the face and social validities and
consider it to be established largely within the scientific community and to be based
on rational arguments that bring empirical evidence to bear on the research results,
the research process, and the conditions under which data were acquired.
In discussing empirical validity, several content analysis textbooks follow the

American Psychological Association’s Technical Recommendations for Psychological
Tests and Diagnostic Techniques (1954), a landmark publication that defined the
kinds of validity concerns that psychologists face when they are developing tests of
individual characteristics or abilities. In addition to face validity, the chief types of
validities distinguished in the 1954 Recommendations were content validity, con
struct validity, criterion-related validity, and predictive validity. These Recommen
dations focused narrowly on evidence, and so did not mention social validity, which
concerns questions regarding the larger context of psychological testing.

Content

validity is the extent to which a psychological test captures all the fea
“ tures that define the concept that the test claims to measure. For example, measure
ment of an applicant’s aptitude for a job would require a complete inventory of job
requirements, not just IQ tests or motivational measures.
Construct validity acknowledges that many concepts in the social sciences—such as

self-esteem, alienation, and ethnic prejudice—are abstract and cannot be observed
directly. To validate a measure of self-esteem, for example, one would first have to spell
out the observable behaviors and verbal responses that the self-esteem concept entails,
then measure and correlate these with the proposed measure, and finally examine
whether or not each correlation supports what a theory of self-esteem predicts.
Criterion-related validity, sometimes called instrumental validity, is the degree to

which a measure correlates with or estimates something external to it; for example,
IQ may be shown to correlate with grade point average. Customarily, criterion-
related validity is divided into two kinds, concurrent and predictive. Concurrent
validity is demonstrated by correlations that concur with the test in question, and
predictive validity concerns variables that estimate features that may become avail
able sometime in the future.
These classical distinctions have undergone various transformations. The above

mentioned Recommendations gave way to the first version of the Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing in 1985, and these were followed by the
1999 Standards, which no longer support distinctions between validity types,
referring instead to types of “validity evidence” (see American Educational Research
Association et al., 1999, p. 11). They also recognize that theoretical constructsL
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underlie all measurements, and this recognition led to a classification of validating
evidence based on test content, response process, internal structure, relations to other
variables, and, as mentioned above, the consequences of testing (pp. 11—17). The
debate about these conceptions of validity is ongoing, but it is important to recog
nize that the above focuses narrowly on only one theory of scientific inquiry,
measurement theory, and is informed mainly by one disciplinary orientation, the
psychological testing of individuals. Measurements are only part of what content
analyses can provide, and inferences about psychological characteristics of individu
als or populations of individuals are rare in content analysis, although not excluded.
To understand the conceptions of validity that are useful in the conduct of con

tent analysis, one must keep in mind that all empirical validation efforts enlist
evidence and established theories to ensure that research results are taken seriously.
‘When the goal is merely the construction of theory, a research project may matter
only to a small scientific community. But when research is intended to have policy
implications—when findings are to aid business decisions, provide evidence in
court, categorize people, or affect the lives of individual human beings in other
ways—wrong conclusions may have costly consequences. Validation reduces the
risk of making decisions based on misleading research findings. Content analysts
and psychologists concerned with testing have to cope with different risks.
Content analysts face at least three kinds of obstacles when they try to apply

traditional methods of validation: substantive, conceptual, and methodological. We
return to our conceptual framework of content analysis (as depicted in Figure 2.1)
to understand all three.
Substantively, probably most important to content analysts is the acknowledgment

that texts are used because of their meanings to people other than the analysts, start
ing with producing, reading, and interpreting text and proceeding to constructing,
maintaining, or undoing social realities. The object of content analysis is far more
complicated than analyzing how individuals respond to test questions with preformu
lated answers. Highlighting some of these differences, Potter and Levine-Donnerstein
(1999) have introduced useful distinctions among three kinds of content analyses,
liberally rephrased as content analyses that aim to describe manifest content, content
analyses that provide inferences about latent patterns, and content analyses that
provide interpretations (or “make projections:’ as they say; p. 261). The first kind
conforms to a measurement conception of content analysis and is unproblematic as
far as the application of the above kinds of validity is concerned, although it conflicts
with the conclusions from Chapter 2. The second refers to a context—of experts, as
Potter and Levine-Donnerstein suggest, and established theory in relation to which
validity needs to be established. Figure 2.1 depicts just this, the scientific community
or any chosen stakeholder group providing this context. The third kind of content
analysis these scholars describe allows more freedom of imagination on the part of
content analysts but is constrained by cognitive schemata and inferential rules that are
embodied in a designated population of text users whose conceptions are both the
focus of analysis and the source of validity. This ethnographic and interpretivist
sounding conception does not differ from that outlined in Chapter 2 as a definition of
content analysis of the second kind, except for the authors’ allowing research results to
be more freewheeling. In this kind of content analysis, Potter and Levine-Donnerstein
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affirm, validity standards cannot be divorced from chosen contexts, but they limit
analysis to the conceptions of individuals for whom the analyzed texts have the mean
ings they have. Sensitivity to a context distinguishes content analysis from other
methods of inquiry and provides the criteria for acceptance of its results.
The conceptual obstacle to the validation of content analyses derives from an inade

quate definition of content as inherent in text (see Chapter 2) and the attendant commit
ment merely to describe it To be sure, all descriptions are abstract and as such arbitrary;
and conceiving content as inherent to texts has enabled content analysts to apply any
category schemes they please, provided the schemes are reliable. Content analysts with
such a conception of content in mind confuse their descriptions of content with how
others may read or use the same texts, seemingly needing no further validation. For
example, suppose a content analysis of mass-media entertainment concludes that there
has been a shift in the United States from material to spiritual values. There is no way to
validate this finding unless the analysts are willing to take responsibility for their defini
tions and make clear where this claimed shift should be observable as well (other than in
the analyzed media), in whose lives this shift is expected to make a difference, or which
variables are expected to correlate with this abstraction in order for it to be considered as
describing something real. As mentioned in Chapter 2, one reason for the popularity of
the conceptions of content as inherent to text and of content analysis as merely descrip
tive of this content is the virtual impossibility of empirically (in)validating such findings.
In the absence of specificity about what could validate or invalidate the findings of a
content analysis, appeals to face and social validity, which researchers can more easily
control through their own rhetoric, public testimony; and publication, seem to be the
only recourse.
The methodological obstacle to validation is more difficult to overcome. Consider

the following trilemma: (1) If content analysts happen to have no independent evi
dence about what they are inferring, then validity or invalidity cannot be established,
at least not until pertinent data show up. Content analysis shares this epistemologi
cal constraint with all predictive efforts. (2) If these analysts had evidence about the
context of their texts—that is, about phenomena related to the analyzed texts—but
used it in the development of their analytical constructs, then this evidence would
no longer be independent of the research results and hence cannot be used to vali
date the findings. And finally, (3) if these analysts had concurrent evidence that
could validate their inferences but kept it away from their analysis, there would be
no point in their conducting the content analysis. It would at best add one incident
to vindicate the analysis. Content analysts can resolve this trilemma, at least in part,
by relying on various forms of imperfect and indirect validating evidence about the
phenomena of interest. I address how this could happen in the following section.

A Typology for Validating Evidence 13.2
A fundamental difference between psychological testing and content analysis is that
the latter is concerned with bodies of text that are meaningful in relation to a
chosen context (see Chapter 2), whereas the former does not acknowledge that
relationship and the inferential step it entails. It follows that content analysts must
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empirically demonstrate the context sensitivity of their research. In addition, it is
important to bear in mind that content analysis data, texts, and findings, although
unquestionably mediated by human individuals as language-using beings, readers!
writers, conceptualizers, and actors, are not necessarily about individuals. This
means that psychological measurement theoretical conceptions of validity have
to be expanded by model theoretical conceptions, as graphically outlined in
Figure 9.1. This epistemological shift calls for validating evidence that differs, albeit
in only some categories, from the evidence defined by the above-mentioned Stan
dards, whose conceptions content analysis can adopt only in parts. To start, three
kinds of validating evidence may enter a content analysis:

• Evidence that justifies the treatment of text, what it is, what it means, and
how it represents what (This is loosely related to what the Standards refer to
as “evidence based on test content”; American Educational Research
Association et al., 1999, p. 11.)

• Evidence that justifies the abductive inferences that a content analysis is mak
ing (Here, analysts are concerned with the validity of the analytical constructs
on which they rely. This is loosely related to what the Standards call “evidence
based on [the] internal structure” of a test; p. 13.)

• Evidence that justifies the results, whether a content analysis contributes answers
to the research questions of other researchers or is borne out in fact (This is
loosely related to the older “criterion-related validity;” which the Standards dis
cussess in terms of “evidence based on relations to other variables’)

These and the following distinctions are depicted in Figure 13.1.

Evidence that justifies the treatment of texts concerns largely the sampling
and recording phases of a content analysis. Such evidence may be divided into
two kinds:

• Evidence on sampling validity concerns the degree to which a sample of texts
accurately represents the population of phenomena in whose place it is ana
lyzed. Ideally, content analysts actively sample a population, using sampling
plans that ensure representativeness. But in many practical situations, texts
become available by their sources’ choice and contain intentional biases in
representing the phenomena of their interest. Content analysts may not be
able to control such biases but want to know whether and how much such
samples can be trusted.

• Evidence on semantic validity ascertains the extent to which the categories of
an analysis of texts correspond to the meanings these texts have within the
chosen context. The anthropological preference for emic or indigenous
rather than etic or imposed categories of analysis and ethnographers’ efforts
to verify their interpretations with their informers demonstrate concern for
semantic validity, here with reference to the lives of populations of interviewees.
In content analysis, other contexts are considered as well, but contexts they
must be. Other kinds of research efforts (psychological testing for one, but
also survey research) tend to avoid semantic validity by controlling the range
of permissible answers to questions and not really exploring what these ques
tions could mean to their subjects. Semantic validity is allied largely with
content analysis.

Evidence that justifies the abductive inferences of a content analysis sheds light
on how well the analytical construct in use actually does model what it claims to
model. Again, two kinds of such evidence may be distinguished:

• Evidence on structural validity demonstrates the structural correspondence
between available data or established theory and the modeled relationships
or the rules of inference that a content analysis is using.

• Evidence on functional validity demonstrates a functional correspondence
between what a content analysis does and what successful analyses have done,
including how the chosen context is known to behave. If these behaviors
covary repeatedly and over a variety of situations, one can suspect that they
share an underlying construct.

This distinction between structural validity and functional validity is motivated by
Feigi’s (1952) distinction between

two types of justification. . . validation and vindication. In this context, vali
dation is a mode of justification according to which the acceptability of a
particular analytical procedure is established by showing it to be derivable
from general principles,. . . theories (or data) that are accepted quite indepen
dently of the procedure to be justified. On the other hand, vindication may
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render an analytical method acceptable on the grounds that it leads to accurate
predictions (to a degree better than chance) regardless of the details of that
method. The rules of induction and deduction are essential to (construct)
validation while the relation between means and particular ends provides the
basis for (construct) vindication. (Krippendorff, 1969b, p. 12)

In the 1980 edition of Content Analysis, I called these two kinds of validity con
struct validation and construct vindication (Krippendorff, 1980b). However, because
construct validity has a slightly different definition in the psychological test litera
ture, my use of this label caused some confusion, hence the current change in terms.
Incidentally, Selltiz, Jahoda, Deutsch, and Cook (1964) call vindication pragmatic
validity, as “the researcher then does not need to know why the test performance is
an efficient indication of the characteristics in which he is interested” (p. 157).
Finally, one could be concerned with the validity of the results of a content

analysis, criterion-based validity or instrumental validity, and consider two ways of
supporting the results:

• Evidence on correlative validity ascertains the degree to which the findings
obtained by one method correlate with findings obtained by other variables
that are considered more valid than the method in question. To be correlated,
all variables must be presently and simultaneously available. The result,
therefore, is also called concurrent validity Correlative validity requires a
demonstration of both convergent validity, or high correlation with measures
of the contextual characteristics it claims to indicate, and discri,ninant valid
ity, or low correlation with measures of contextual characteristics it intends
to exclude.

• Evidence for predictive validity establishes the degree to which the answers of
a content analysis accurately anticipate events, identify properties, or describe
states of affairs, knowledge of which is absent or did not enter that analysis.
Analogous to selecting among the possible answers to a research question,
predictions spell out what can be anticipated and what is ruled out.
Predictions may concern phenomena that precede, are concurrent to, or fol
low the texts used in making them.

13.2.1 Sampling Validity

Sampling validity becomes an issue whenever a sample of texts differs from the
population of phenomena of interest, not just in size, which often is convenient, but
also in composition, which can bias the content analysis of the sampled texts. As
already stated, sampling validity is the degree to which a population is accurately
represented in the sample. To begin with, two situations need to be distinguished:

(a) The sample consists of a subset of members of the population of interest.

(b) The sample consists of representations of phenomena that lie outside the
sample and the population from which the sample is drawn.

Evidence in the first situation—drawing a sample from the very population of
interest—is well understood by means of statistical sampling theory, as discussed
in Chapter 6. Whether one is interested in a sample’s medial, proportional, varia
tional, or distributional accuracy, statistical theory provides measures of the
sampling error. This error is a measure of a sample’s invalidity. For purposes of
this discussion:

Sampling Validity (a) = 1 — sampling error = 1—
/n — N,

Th n-i
where a is the standard deviation of the population, which is a measure of its
diversity of categories; n is the size of the population; and N is the size of the
sample.
In traditional sampling theory, sampling errors are a function of three factors.

First and most important is the sample size, N. The larger the sample, the smaller the
sampling error and the larger the sampling validity (a). Second is the diversity of
categories within the population, represented by the standard deviation a. Given
two samples of equal size, the sample drawn from a more diverse population has
larger sampling errors and is less likely to be valid than a sample drawn from a less
diverse population. Third is the proportion of the population sampled. As samples
become more inclusive, (n — N) —* 0, the sampling error shrinks and sampling
validity (a) grows.
Evidence in the second situation—drawing samples of representations in view

of what they represent—is not easy to obtain, yet it is a frequent concern for
content analysts. To be clear, as I noted in Chapter 2, content analysts do not
study texts, images, or distributional characteristics for their own sake or to gen
eralize to other texts, images, or distributional characteristics; rather, they use
texts as a means to get to what the texts’ users have in mind, what the texts are
about, what they mean or do and to whom. There rarely exists a one-to-one cor
respondence between meanings, references, uses, or contents and units of texts.
Sampling theory offers no simple test to establish whether a sample of textual
units fairly represents the phenomena that a content analyst intends to access
through these texts. Additionally, the texts that reach the content analyst usually
are presampled by others—by organizations following institutionalized rules; by
individuals with particular intentions, who highlight some kinds of information
and downplay others; or by media of communication that have their own built-in
technological or economical filters. Communication researchers have long stud
ied how reality is constructed, represented, and misrepresented in the mass
media, but they have rarely used these findings in validation efforts. Concepts
such as gatekeeping in news flows, ideological/racial/gender biases in writing, the
positive spin that affected parties put on politically embarrassing stories, and the
attention paid by institutions of journalism to particular stories (i.e., to whom
journalistic institutions grant a voice and, by implication, what or whom they
ignore) are well established and often quantified.
If the phenomena of interest need to be accurately represented in the texts that

researchers are analyzing, then sampling must undo the biases that result from the
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selective ways texts are made available. Validating evidence for sampling validity
(b) can be of two kinds:

• Knowledge of the population of phenomena with which one of its samples is
to be compared

• Knowledge of the self-sampling practices of the source of the available texts

To measure the degree to which a population of phenomena is fairly represented
in a sample of textual units, a simple percentage measure that derives from the well-
known coefficient of contingency C is useful. In its incarnation as a validity mea
sure, 1 — C2, it concerns proportions only and has two versions that correspond to
the above two kinds of validating evidence:

Sampling Validity (b) = 1 — C2
= 1

2

=
2

where P is the proportion that is observed to represent phenomena of category un
the sample and p, is the proportion representing phenomena of category i in the
population from which the sample is drawn. When known or ascertainable, the
proportions p, serve as validating evidence in the first version of the formula for
sampling validity (b). ‘vVhen the biases b, of representing categories i are known,
algebraically equivalent to (1 — p./P), b serves as validating evidence in the second
version of the formula for sampling validity (b). Studies of biases, assessing or esti
mating b1, are more common, easier to conduct, and designed differently from
those assessing the proportions p, hence the two versions.
The first version of the above-stated sampling validity (b) is a function of the

observed proportion P, in the sample and the proportion p in the population,
which is the validating evidence and must be obtained independently of the sample.
When P = p. for all categories i, sampling validity is unity. It declines with increas
ing differences between the two proportions.
The second version of sampling validity (b) is a function of the observed pro

portion P in the sample and the self-sampling bias b1 (= 1 — p/P), which is the
extent to which the source of the sampled text over- or underrepresents categories i.
Here, the bias b serves as validating evidence, which must be obtained indepen
dently of the sample as well. If this bias b. = 0 for all categories i, then sampling can
proceed as usual. If this bias deviates from zero in either direction, then sampling
validity (b) is reduced. If the source biases b. are known, one can approximate a valid
sample either by using the technique of varying probability sampling (Chapter 6,
section 6.2.4), which compensates for the known biases, or by transforming the
proportions P in a biased sample by F,’ (1 — b,)P,, which corrects for the biases in
representing the phenomena in question.

13.2.2 Semantic Validity

Semantic validity is the degree to which the analytical categories of texts corre
spond to the meanings these texts have for particular readers or the roles they play

within a chosen context. Virtually all content analyses respond to texts according to
their meanings: denotations, connotations, insinuations, implications, associations,
metaphors, frames, uses, symbolic qualities, and so on. Users of the texts could
serve as sources of validating evidence for the categories that a content analysis
employs. In older definitions of content analysis, accurate descriptions of these
meanings were the only aim mentioned, whether they referred to classifications of
sign-vehicles (Janis, 1943/1965), descriptions of the “manifest content of commu
nication” (Berelson, 1952, p. 16; Berelson & Lazarsfeld, 1948, p. 6), coding
(Cartwright, 1953, p. 424), or “putting a variety of word patterns into [the catego
ries] of a classification scheme” (Miller, 1951, p. 96). Although it is widely recog
nized that accurate descriptions of these meanings are the key to the success of
content analyses, despite their ultimately inferential aims, what counts as accurate
and particularly whose meanings are taken to be valid depend on the chosen con
text of an analysis.
In Chapter 2, I noted that even analysts involved in purely descriptive efforts

must acknowledge a context that they or others could consult to validate those
efforts. If content analysts claimed to describe meanings without reference to any
context of specific uses and users—authors, readers, newspaper editors, profes
sional experts, professionals with specialized perspectives, social institutions, stan
dard thesauri or dictionaries, even analysts’ own discourse communities—there
would be no way to know what could validate or invalidate these descriptions, and
analysts would be left to appeal to face validity or to play on their scientific (social
or political) authority. Although semantic validity is an issue that most content
analysts take seriously, it is rarely formally tested.

“ It is easy for researchers to take an objectivist stance and consider meanings as
universal and as defined in general dictionaries, or to take an ethnographic stance
and delegate decisions on meanings to the authors of given texts. However, both of
these extremes deny the fact that all descriptions simplify or abstract, usually in the
interest of the describer’s questions. Categories are always more general than the
objects they categorize. In fact, content analysts rarely take the unique meanings of
the analyzed texts as the basis for their inferences; instead, they operate on a level
of abstraction above that of ordinary talk. Concepts such as speech acts, mono
logue, self-esteem, ethnic prejudices, sexual harassment, and libel, as well as such
distinctions as between pro- and antisocial behavior, are all fairly abstract and not
necessarily shared with the sources of texts being analyzed. Distinctions among the
functions of political campaign discourse in terms of acclaiming, attacking, and
defending (Benoit, Blaney, & Pier, 1998) are analytically useful but may not help
political candidates to organize their campaigns. It is the use of abstract categories
that makes semantic validation the content analytic analogue to content validation
of psychological tests. For example, the content validity of a test designed to deter
mine the aptitude of a job candidate for a particular kind of employment is the
extent to which the test includes all demands of that job, not just a few outstanding
qualifications. Analogously, the semantic validity of the categories “acclaiming’
“attacking’ and “defending” should be the extent to which these categories embrace
all functions of political campaign discourse and clearly distinguish among the
three categories.
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The preparations for an analysis of values in political documents may serve as an
example of an iterative use of semantic validity criteria. In this study, we started with
a collection of what a panel of political scientists could easily identify as “value-laden
statements” of the kinds we would find in the documents to be examined for the
values their authors expressed. To reproduce these experts’ distinctions, we for
mulated explicit recording instructions. The coders varied greatly in their ability
to make the same distinctions, and a computer program we had hoped to
employ turned out to be virtually useless. The whole history of this effort is too
long to relate, but we began by developing a list of political values the documents
contained—democracy, freedom, progress, and the like—and allowed others to be
added. This turned out to be far from satisfactory. A large number of value-laden
statements contained none of the values on our list. We then looked into various
modes of reasoning that led us to implicit goals, preferences for processes, criteria
for decision making, and so on, added them to our emerging instructions, and reap-
plied them to our collection. Slowly, we narrowed the gap between the distinctions
that our instructions suggested between value-laden and value-neutral statements
and those that our panel of experts made (Krippendorff, 1970c). One might ques
tion our use of experts as providing the evidence for our semantic validation efforts.
We could have used another population for reference, but because we were working
under typical time constraints and our analysis was to make a contribution to the
political science literature, the theoretical motivations seemed to justify the choice of
this context, and we were satisfied that the instrument reasonably approximated the
consensus reached by those we trusted to know what they were talking about.
Semantic validity arguments come in numerous guises. To validate the diction

ary entries of the General Inquirer, a computer program for tagging texts and then
analyzing the tags, Dunphy used a KWIC (keyword in context) list to explore the
various meanings of tagged words. For example, the keyword play (see Figure 11.1)
showed numerous senses that were not initially anticipated and that would have
been confused by computer programs that tagged only single words (Dunphy, 1966,
p. 159). To address such semantic problems, Stone, Dunphy, Smith, and Ogilvie
(1966) developed so-called disambiguation procedures that looked into the linguis
tic environments of homonyms for clues to how their meanings could be identified
more correctly. These rules improved the Inquirer’s ability to distinguish between
textual units according to how they would be read by ordinary English readers. In
effect, these researchers’ efforts were aimed at improving the semantic validity of
the computer tagging of text.
Consider the distinction between self and other references made by a dictionary

approach to computer text analysis (see Chapter 11, section 11.4.1). Suppose the
words self I, my, myself me, mine, we, our, ourselves, and us are tagged self and the
words other, you, your, yourself he, his, him, himself she, hers, hei; herself them, and
themselves are tagged other. Suppose sentences are the units of analysis. These two
tags would identify two subsets of sentences within the set of all sentences in the
sample. One could obtain evidence for the semantic validity of these dictionary
entries by asking competent readers, working independently, to classify the sampled
sentences into those that speak about the “self” of the authors and those that speak
about what these authors consider “others’ Figure 13.2 depicts two sets of tagged

sentences surrounded by dashed lines and the sets that would serve as validating
evidence within solid lines. The degree to which these two kinds of sets overlap is a
qualitative indication of the semantic validity of the two tags that this dictionary is
using. In computer-generated categorizations of text, the semantic validity is rarely
as good as the figure suggests, but we are interested here only in what is meant by
semantic validity: the complete overlap between a classification of uncertain valid
ity with one we have reasons to trust.
A more traditional way for scholars to challenge the semantic validity of a con

tent analysis is by creating counterexamples. This strategy is well established in
linguistics, where as soon as one linguist makes a claim that a proposed grammar
accounts for all grammatically correct sentences, another comes up with examples
of sentences that this grammar will misidentify. Closer to content analysis, in the
critique of his own contingency analysis, Osgood (1959, pp. 73—77) employs this
strategy to discount exaggerated claims of what his analysis does. According to
Osgood’s contingency analysis, the following statement would be counted as an
incident of association between love and mother:

1. 1 love my mother.

But so would these statements:

2. I loved my mother more than anyone else.

3. Mother loved me.

4. I don’t love my mother.

5. Have I always loved my mother?—Hell no!

6. My beloved father hated mother.

The sample: All sentences

Figure 13.2 A Qualitative Illustration of the Semantic Validity of Two Categories

I
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Because love and mother co-occur in all six statements, contingency analysis would
group them into the same equivalence class of love-mother co-occurrences. However,
relative to statement 1, statement 2 shows contingency analysis to be insensitive to
verbal qualifications of an expressed association—”more than anyone else” is not a
frequency. Statement 3 shows this analysis to be unable to distinguish between active
and passive constructions—that is, the target of love. Statement 4 shows it to be
insensitive to negation, statement 5 shows it to be insensitive to irony, and statement
6 shows it to be insensitive to grammatical constructions. Osgood did not use these
observations to argue against his method, of course; rather, he used them to clarify
what it registers: statistical, not logical, associations among pairs of concepts, presum
ably in someone’s mind. Here, even denying a relationship between two concepts
would be considered evidence that they have something to do with each other.
A content analysis in a legal context may serve as a final example. In a libel case

recorded at a Texas court as Wood, et al. v. Andrews, et a!. (Dallas County; Cause No.
94—8888-C, 1997), the plaintiffs, 20 psychiatrists who worked for a mental health
institution, hired a content analyst to establish objectively the libelous and defama
tory nature of publicity they had received in the press. That publicity was attributed
largely to one of the defendants, a lawyer who represented a number of former
patients of the hospital where the plaintiffs worked (one ofwhom was a codefendant)
who were suing that institution for patient abuse, malpractice, illegal profiteering,
and insurance fraud. This content analyst retrieved all 52 newspaper articles pub
lished between 1993 and 1996 that contained references to that mental institution; 36
of these articles mentioned the lawyer defendant and 16 did not. She examined the 36
articles that mentioned the defendant and used for comparison the articles that did
not. She then unitized all of the articles into 970 assertions, assigning each to one of
16 categories that emerged from her reading of the articles, focusing on kinds of bad
publicity; She then drew her conclusions from a statistic of these categorizations.
In response, the defendant hired an expert to examine the content analyst’s

research and findings. The expert raised the issue of the semantic validity of the
categories the analyst had used to make her point. Although she had conducted her
analysis carefully, with categories traceable to the original assertions or their
rephrases, her conclusions were irrelevant because her categories ignored the con
text that mattered in the case: the terms of the law, the legal definition of libel. Texas
law defines libel in fairly specific terms. To be considered libelous, an assertion has
to meet the following criteria:

i. Made with the intent to harm a person publicly or financially or in disregard
of injurious consequences to another person

ii. Knowingly untrue
iii. Read and understood as stating facts
iv. Causing its readers to alter their speaking in ways that blacken a person’s

public image, impeaches that person’s honesty, integrity, virtue, or reputa
tion, and

v. Actually incurring financial injury to that person or expose that person to
debilitating hatred, contempt, and ridicule.

In other words, assertions in the category of libel have to be (i) made with the
intent to harm, (ii) known to be untrue, and (iii) read as stating facts. Evidence on
criteria iv and v would presumably require observations or testimony. The content
analyst’s categories traced bad publicity about the plaintiffs to the defendant but
failed to provide answers in the legally required categories. For example, accusations
of insurance fraud, if true, are not libelous, regardless of how often they are men
tioned. And assertions critical of the plaintiffs may not have been made with the
intent to harm. In this context, a semantically valid content analysis would have to let
the articles answer the questions in categories to which applicable law could apply—
not how an average reader might interpret the newspaper articles. One could con
clude that this analyst’s categories had no semantic validity in the prescribed context.
Semantic validity acknowledges that recording units, when placed in one cate

gory, may differ in all kinds of ways, but not regarding the meanings that are rele
vant to the analysis, and units that turn up in different categories must differ in
relevant meanings. The emphasis on relevant meanings is important, as text inter
pretations can be endless, whereas content analysts are concerned only with specific
research questions. In the above examples, deviations from this ideal signaled that
the procedures of an analysis needed to be altered, that the categories needed to be
redefined, or that the findings should be discounted.

I will now state a simple measure of the semantic validity of categorizations and
then show how it can also be applied in evaluations of the semantic validity of text
searches. To begin, it is important to recognize that assigning the units of a sample
to any one of several mutually exclusive categories amounts to partitioning that
sample into mutually exclusive sets of units. The semantic validity of one method
is established through the comparison of its partition with the partition obtained
by another method that serves as validating evidence. Ideally, these partitions are
identical, but in practice they rarely are. A minimal measure of the semantic valid
ity of categorizations can be defined in these terms: Let

j denote one of a set of categories of analysis, 1, 2, 3,..
n be the size of the sample of textual units being categorized in two ways;
A1, A2, A3,. . . A’,. . . be mutually exclusive sets of units distinguished by the
method in question;

E1, F2, E3,. . . be the validating evidence, the mutually exclusive sets of
units distinguished by another method that is considered valid;
n be the intersection of two sets, denoting the units common to both (AND in
Boolean terms); and

# be an operator that enumerates (provides a count of) the members of a set.

In these terms, when the two partitions are identical, all A and contain the same
units, A1 = = A3 nE, for all categories j, then the measure should become unity;
indicating that semantic validity is perfect. Deviations from this ideal should pro
duce values less than unity. A measure that satisfies these requirements is

Semantic Validity = #(ApE)/n.

Chapter 13: Validity 343
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One can apply more sophisticated statistics, Cohen’s (1960), for example, or a
coefficient that would extend the measure to different metrics or allow overlapping
sets, as in Figure 13.2. However, we are interested here only in the simplest approach
to semantic validity.
Regarding the evaluation of the semantic validity of text searches, recall from

Chapter 11 that searching a textual database for relevant units of text starts with the
formulation of a suitable query. Formulating such a query involves considerable
linguistic insight, largely because the population of texts within which a query
searches for matching character strings is different from the population of mean
ings that are represented in the searched texts. A semantically valid query will iden
tify all and only those units of text, or documents, that are relevant. A query may
fail to identify documents that are relevant to a research question or may fail to
exclude documents that are irrelevant to that question. Relevance, it should be kept
in mind, is an attribution made by content analysts based on their understanding
of the purpose of a research project. Search results, in contrast, stem from the
matching of character strings with a given query.
In the technical literature on information retrieval, which concerns largely

whether particular queries fail to retrieve documents that do contain the desired
character strings or retrieve documents without matches, scholars have reported on
the use of two measures for assessing the quality of search engines: precision and
recall. Precision is the degree to which a search engine lists documents that match a
query. Recall is the degree to which a search engine returns all the matching docu
ments of a collection (Rijsbergen, 1979).
Technical failures can affect the semantic validity of text searches, but here we

are concerned with comparing the results of an electronic text search (retrieved or
not retrieved units of text) with the validating evidence obtained by human judg
ment (relevant or irrelevant units of text). In effect, these define two bipartitions of
the textual universe, which can be represented numerically in the form of a fourfold
table of frequencies:

Relevant

a b
Correct Commissions
inclusions

In this table, n is the size of the textual universe searched. Applying the above-stated
semantic validity measure to this far simpler situation yields

Semantic Validity = (a + d)ln.

Two errors distract from the semantic validity of text searches. The first is the

Error of Commission = bI(a+ b) [or 1 — Precision],

which is the proportion of the number b of irrelevant units of text that were mis
takenly retrieved to the total number (a + b) of retrieved units. In a search of arti
cles containing self-references in the press, Bermejo (1997) found this error to be
16%, which is remarkably good. The other error is the

Error of Omission = cI(a+ c) [or 1— Recall],

which is the proportion of the number c of relevant units that the search failed to
identify to the total number (a + c) of relevant units in a textual universe. In a pilot
study that involved retrieving articles on domestic violence from three newspapers,
Wray and Hornik (1998) found errors of commission of 10%, 19%, and 29% and
errors of omission of 12%, 20%, and 25%, although they cast their finding in terms
of precision and recall. How the two measures reduce the semantic validity of text
searches can be seen in this equation:

Semantic Validity = I — (a + b)In Error of Commission
— (a + c)/n Error of Omission.

In typical text searches, these two errors are rarely of equal significance, however.
When a search result contains the answer to a question directly—that is, without
further analysis—both errors weigh equally and the single measure of semantic
validity is appropriate. But when a search aims at identifying documents for further
examination, errors of commission merely create more work for coders, who usu
ally do not have any problem eliminating irrelevant documents after reading,
whereas errors of omission deprive content analysts of relevant data that could lead
to different conclusions—hence the need to account for these errors separately.
An epistemological problem in assessing the semantic validity of text searches is

that cells c and d are typically unknown. In fact, one cannot measure errors of omis
sion unless one finds a way to examine or at least to estimate the number of unre
trieved documents and the proportion of correct exclusions. For limited textual
databases, the size n of the available textual universe may well be known, at least by
approximation. Unfortunately, the size n of very large databases may be too large to
yield meaningful calculations. However, such limitations do not apply to the more
common semantic validations of content analysis categories for which samples
tend to be finite and manageable in size.

13.2.3 Structural Validity

Structural validity is at issue when content analysts argue over whether the ana
lytical constructs they have adopted accurately represent the known uses of avail
able texts, the stable meanings, language habits, signifying practices, and behaviors

Units of Ten

Retrieved

Not Retrieved

Irrelevant

c
Omissions

a+ b

c+dd
Correct
exclusions

a+c b+d n
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in the chosen context. Thus structural validity assesses the backing (see Chapter 2,
section 2.4) of an analyst’s abductive inferences primarily from categorized text and
secondarily in processes of categorizations, provided the latter involves coders that
serve as a backing for inferences or interpretations implicit in the coding/recording
process. This evidence may consist of unquestionable incidences of the stable rela
tionships between potentially available texts and the targets of content analysis and
valid theories about them. When a content analysis is designed de novo, and thus
has no history of successes or failures, structural validation is the only way to lend
credibility to its inferences.
The work of historians is most clearly of this kind. Although it is said that his

tory never repeats itself, it may well repeat certain patterns that can be accounted
for through generalizations, especially about human/social nature. For historians to
rely on such patterns, they must be conceived as relatively permanent within a par
ticular historical context. Dibble (1963), who analyzed arguments by historians in
support of and against inferences about the factual nature of events drawn from
historical documents, distinguished four kinds of evidence or generalizations for
the structural validity of historical accounts. One kind of evidence concerns the
roles and practices of the social institutions that create the records to be validated,
using their own codes of conduct and preserving certain documents and not others.
These are sociological generalizations about what Dibble calls “social bookkeeping”
practices. A second kind concerns the characteristics of witnesses who describe
what they experienced or report on what they heard. These are psychological gen
eralizations about the working of memory, the influence of interests, and the influ
ence of emotional or ideological involvement with the events in question. A third
kind of evidence concerns how the structure of narratives relates to the narrated
events. These are linguistic or literary generalizations about how texts are organized
and what they mean to readers at that time. Finally, there are physical generaliza
tions of how documents tend to travel, who accesses or reproduces them, how they
reach their destinations, how they are filtered or filed, and how they fade or drop
out of circulation. Dibble suggests that historians use such generalizations to vali
date or invalidate their inferences. They exemplify what content analysts do as well,
perhaps a bit more systematically.
The inferences that Leites, Bernaut, and Garthoff (1951) made from speeches

delivered on the occasion of Stalin’s birthday, discussed in Chapter 9, serve as
another particularly transparent example of structural validation in an essentially
unique situation. Once the researchers’ analytical construct was in place, the infer
ences from available speeches followed. The validity of their construct was estab
lished by experienced Sovietologists who argued by references to generalizations
about how political discourse functioned in the Soviet Union, especially how polit
buro members close to Stalin would have to avoid showing interpersonal closeness.
With the structural validity of their construct demonstrated, the results of its appli
cation were accepted on this ground—and later proved to be correct.
Osgood, Saporta, and Nunnally (1956) fashioned their evaluative assertion

analysis according to then-prevailing theories of affective cognition, cognitive dis
sonance theory in particular, which had been substantiated in numerous controlled
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experiments with subjects. This was the only validating evidence used in this case,
and through it the researchers sought to establish that the computations built
into their analytical procedure structurally corresponded to what was known
about individual cognition. Evaluative assertion analysis has been extended—for
example, by Cuilenburg, Kleinnijenhuis, and De Ridder (1986) and Kleinnijenhuis,
De Ridder, and Rietberg (1997)—based on the structural validity provided earlier
and only occasionally reexamined.

13.2.4 Functional Validity

Functional validity is the degree to which analytical constructs are vindicated in
use rather than in structure. A content analysis is vindicated by reference to its his
tory of use, particularly by its absence of significant failures. UseJithiess and success
may mean many things, of course, and these concepts make sense only in the pres
ence of alternative methods competing with each other in the same empirical con
texts. To vindicate a content analysis, one must demonstrate that its analytical
constructs, which account for the analyst’s proceeding from available texts to the
answers to given research questions, are useful over time and in many empirical
situations. Whereas evidence for structural validity is based on a correspondence
between what one knows about a context and how that knowledge is built into the
analytical procedure, functional validity is grounded in whether or not or how well
it works.
Functional validity has long been recognized, although it has been known by

different names. Janis (1943/1965) suggested that because meanings unobservably
mediate between texts (or “signs:’ as he preferred to call them) and observable
behaviors, one can establish the validity of semantically oriented content analyses
only indirectly, by “inferring validity from [their] productivity” (p. 65). He noted,
“A content analysis procedure is productive insofar as the results it yields are found
to correlate with other variables” (p. 70). In effect, Janis argued that because there
is no validating evidence for how audience members understand given messages,
accounting for references, attributions, assertions, and speculating about probable
effects are justifiable only when the “categories. . . occur as variables in many true
empirical propositions” (p. 65). He essentially bypassed answering the question of
how or why an analysis produces the results it does as long as they connect with
other phenomena that are considered interesting.
An example might be the use of neuronal network theory in the computation of

word co-occurrences by the software system CatPac (Woelfel, 1993, 1997). The
designers of this system incorporated several ideas into its operation: that concepts
are represented by single words, that the textual proximity of pairs of words and the
frequency of their co-occurrences affect the way they are stored/recalled in an
author’s or reader’s brain, that the strength of their pairwise relationships is dynam
ically adjusted with use, that recent co-occurrences overshadow earlier ones, and so
on. These propositions, individually convincing, could be regarded as validating the
procedure structurally, and its proponents claim as much when they call CatPac a
system that performs a “semantic network” analysis. However, the computations
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that yield results are so complex, and so little is known about how the human brain
develops concepts, that the connection between how people conceptualize and how
the computational procedure gets to its results remains obscure.
However, CatPac has been used extensively and applied to a variety of data by

researchers interested in mass communication, marketing, politics, bibliographic
citations, and many more areas. Improvements have been introduced over time.
Occasional lacks of face validity caused the developers to make a variety of adjust
ments, such as excluding function words and stemming, lemmatizing the vocabu
lary to reduce grammatical variations considered meaningless in the context of the
system’s use. CatPac applications naturally migrated into areas that seemed most
promising, particularly where the results correlated with other phenomena of inter
est or aided practical decisions. It found niches in which it proved itself of practical
value, useful, and successful. Does CatPac really compute semantic networks? Not
the way linguists and researchers in the artificial intelligence community conceptu
alize them. Does it replicate what neurons do in the brain? Surely not structurally.
However, the very fact that it finds users and uses in competition with other com
putational techniques can be regarded as vindicating evidence, demonstrating its
functional validity.

13.2.5 Correlative Validity

It is an epistemological fact (but a fact not always recognized in the literature of
psychological testing) that correlations between test results and other variables
relate measures of phenomena to each other, not phenomena. Correlations cannot
bridge the epistemological gap between measures and the phenomena they claim to
measure. Correlations do not predict, either—as I shall demonstrate below. They
merely weigh the extent to which one measure can substitute for another. If the
measures in a battery of measures are correlated with each other, those that corre
late perfectly are substitutable without question, and those that correlate less than
perfectly are substitutable to the degree of their correlation. The basic idea of cor
relational validity is that validity travels along high correlations. Validity always
comes from somewhere—one or more trusted variables whose validity is estab
lished prior to or outside of efforts to establish correlational validity. If the results
of a content analysis of crime reports in newspapers and the results of public
opinion polls about perceived crime correlate higher with each other than either of
the two variables with official crime statistics, as found by Zucker (1978), then
content analysis and public opinion polling might well be substitutable for each
other, but neither can replace crime statistics. If none of these variables can be
trusted to begin with, validity cannot be an issue. Figure 13.3 depicts the general
idea of correlational validity schematically.
Campbell and Fiske (1959) develop the idea of validation by correlation statis

tics into a full-fledged methodology Taking Popper’s idea of falsification to heart,
they argue that correlative validity of a new method requires not only high correla
tion with established measures of the trait it intends to measure but also low or zero
correlation with established measures of traits it intends to distinguish. They call

the former convergent validity and the latter discriminant validity. It follows that a
research result can fail to be correlatively valid in two ways: by low correlations with
measures that are known to measure the phenomena of interest and by high cor
relations with measures that are known to measure distinctly different phenomena
or phenomena independent of the one intended to be measured.
To show that a measure possesses both convergent and discriminant validity,

one must compute a battery of correlation coefficients between measures of a
number of traits, each obtained by several independent methods. These are
tabulated in what Campbell and Fiske call a multitrait-multimethod matrix (see
also Alwin, 1974). A detailed discussion of this method is beyond the scope of
this chapter, but Table 13.1 provides an example of such a matrix (for more on
this method, see Krippendorff, 1980b). It compares three computer implemen
tations of Osgood’s main semantic differential scales of affective meaning,
evaluative (B), potency (P), and activity (A) (see Chapter 7, section 7.4.4), by
three researchers, Holsti (H), Osgood (0), and Saris (5) (see Saris-Gallhofer &
Morton, 1978).
In this table, all correlations with themselves are listed on the main diagonal.

These are unities, of course, and uninformative as such. Convergent validity would
be demonstrated by high correlations, ideally unities, in the diagonals of the three
heteromethod blocks. In these submatrices, they are all significant, as indicated by
asterisks, but they differ regarding the affects being compared. The measures of the
evaluative dimension correlate highest with each other, followed by the measures of
potency; the measures of the activity dimension are lowest in all three instances.
This is consistent with the findings of other research, suggesting that judgments of
good and bad—heroes and villains, successes and failures, beauty and ugliness—
yield better scales, turn out to account for more variance in semantic differential
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P = Potency

A = Activity

1.00 E = Evaluative

.04 1.00
-.08 .53 1.00

Table 13.1 Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix for Three Content Analyses

studies than the other two, and are also more reliable in content analyses generally.
Discriminant validity is indicated when the off-diagonal correlations in the hetero
method blocks are lower than the correlations in their diagonals, ideally zero. Here
they are lower, but still far from the ideal. In fact, the surprisingly significant cor
relations between OA and HP, OA and SP, and OP and SE suggest that the three
dimensions of affective meanings are not clearly differentiated across these meth
ods. However, the culprit in this lack of discrimination is found in the three
monomethod triangles. Within Osgood’s method, all three dimensions correlate
significantly—that is, it does not discriminate too well among the three kinds of
meanings. In Holsti’s method, it is the correlation between the activity and potency
dimensions that signals a lack of discrimination, whereas in Saris’s method, off-
diagonal correlations are near the ideal of zero, independent of each other, and
show high discriminant validity.
This discussion is not intended to generalize about the three methods. They

may differ for a variety of reasons (see Saris-Gallhofer & Morton, 1978). My only
aim here is to show how convergent and discriminant validity can play out in
correlative validations.
Another example is the validation of an index of argument quality by Cappella,

Price, and Nir (2002). These researchers developed their index in the course of a
study of online deliberations during the U.S. presidential elections in the year 2000.
It counts the number of arguments that participants in this study could give in
support of their own positions and, what is perhaps more interesting, the number
of arguments that these participants could imagine others would have against their

positions. Cappella et al. wisely refrain from claiming to measure opinion quality,
as a single dimension would probably fail a semantic validity test. The name they
give their measure reflects more closely what it actually measures, “argument rep
ertoire.” To test its convergent validity, they show that it correlates highly with
numerous variables that could be construed as assessing aspects of a common
construct, including political knowledge, political interest, flexibility (subjects’ will
ingness to participate in various discussion groups), and mass-media exposure.
They note that

those with the capacity to write out reasons for their opinions and to identify
relevant reasons for opposed opinions also express interest in politics, are
more accurate in their factual political knowledge, and use the print and
broadcast media as sources of their political news. Even their personal com
munication is more political and diverse. Coupled with . . . data . . . indicating
higher argument repertoire for those with more education and more commit
ment to their ideology and party, [we] have good evidence of convergent
validity. (pp. 83—84)

Cappella et al. do not show discriminant validity, however, and it is therefore not
so clear what their measure distinguishes. It may well embrace general commu
nication and social skills as well as intelligence, which would be far beyond the
intention to define a measure that adds to the vocabulary of public opinion
researchers.

13.2.6 Predictive Validity

Predictions extend available knowledge to as yet unobserved domains. The pre
dicted phenomena may have existed somewhere in the past (e.g., historical events,
characteristics of late authors, antecedent conditions of received communications),
may be concurrent with the texts being analyzed (e.g., attitudes, psychopathologies,
individual aptitudes, the extent to which someone is plagued by problems, the
makeup of cultural climates), or may occur in near or distant futures (e.g., the
consequences of persuasive messages, the success of future employees, the continu
ations of trends). I am suggesting two defining criteria for predictive validity. The
first emphasizes the nature of evidence as in the Standards (American Educational
Research Association et al., 1999): For correlational validity, validating evidence
must be concurrent, whereas for predictive validity it need not be and in fact typi
cally is not. The second defining criterion requires predictions to be specific, to
select a set of observations that is smaller than the set of all conceivable ones—just
as any answer to a research question must exclude some of the logically possible
answers. Eventually, predictions are validated when the validating evidence stays
within the set of predicted observations.

To draw a clear line between correlational and predictive validity, I return to
Cappella et al.’s (2002) argument repertoire measure. These researchers found high
correlations of argument repertoire not only with variables that belong to the same
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construct (as noted above) but also with variables that they conceptualized as
caused by what argument repertoire measures: participation. They observed two
kinds of participation: willingness to attend group deliberations about political
topics and willingness to get involved in substantive exchanges while attending
(p. 89). Both correlated highly with argument repertoire. Because all data of this
study were concurrent and these variables correlated, the validity thereby estab
lished is correlational, even if one could argue, and hence conceptualize, that par
ticipation is an effect and not a cause.
However, conceptions of causality aside, once researchers state findings so as to

be selective among conceivable alternatives and open to the consideration of evi
dence concerning these alternatives, predictive validation can take place. In fact,
when Cappella et al. report that those with greater argument repertoires are more
willing to participate in political deliberations, they make rather specific predic
tions that could be checked against future data. Establishing the validity of their
predictions would require agreement with subsequent observations—not correla
tions, but observations concerning whether and how often people with high argu
ment repertoires do indeed participate in one or both ways.
A classic example of predictive validation is George’s (1959a) attempt to evaluate

the Federal Communications Commission’s predictions made from German
domestic propaganda during World War II. All of the FCC analysts’ inferences were
available in the form of reports they had written. After the war, George was able to
match the inferences, one by one, with documents that had then become available.
He judged each of the inferences for which validating evidence was available as cor
rect, nearly so, or wrong. He demonstrated that the FCC analysts’ predictions were
accurate to a degree better than chance. George’s research (which was not as simple
as this brief description makes it seem) suggests how analysts can bring subsequent
evidence to bear on predictions.

To recap: Predictions cannot be validated by correlation. A watch that runs slow
correlates highly with standard time but is incorrect nevertheless. Unless one knows
the bias of the watch, one cannot tell the correct time with it. The infamous body
counts disseminated by the U.S. government through the mass media during the
Vietnam War may have correlated highly with military activity, but after a while
nobody could trust the exaggerated numbers. To predict the author of an unsigned
document, it is not enough to demonstrate that signed documents show a correla
tion between word choices and the identities of authors; the unsigned document
must be traced to one author, ideally excluding all others.
Predictions of past, present, or future happenings from texts must also avow

exclusions, happenings that are not expected. If a content analysis said yes to all
possible answers to a research question, it would be as worthless as if it said no to
all of them. The more selective a content analysis is, the more information it pro
vides. Subsequent observations validate predictions when they occur within the set
of observations that had been predicted, not outside that set (always or at least to a
degree better than chance).
To quantify predictive validity, the measures that are appropriate are the same

as those used to assess semantic validity. Both concern valid representations—in

the case of semantic validity, of the meanings, referents, or uses of texts; and in
the case of predictive validity, of whether the answers to research questions are
borne out in fact. The appropriate measure of predictive validity is not correla
tion but agreement.
Figure 13.4, which is an overlay of Figure 2.1, locates the validation efforts

discussed in this chapter within the components of content analysis (as discussed
in Chapter 4).

Figure 13.4 Comparisons in Different Kinds of Validity

ContextThe Many Worlds of Others as Conceived by Content Analysts
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